
Over the next few months, I will
be covering the use of the most
common items of measuring
equipment used by umpires, markers
and indeed players. To kick offthis
series, it's worth recapping on the
basic principles that need to be
considered before conducting anY
measure. Before we get stuck in to
the details of these principles, let's
take a look at what the Laws of the
Sport of Bowls say about measuring

ffi

irstly, we have a definition,
C.21 which states: Measuring:
the use of equipment, such

as that described in law 54,

placed between the jack and bowls to
decide which bowls are shot.

I will come to Law 54 in a moment.
We now look at a subsection of
the laws that deals with the result
of an end and in particular Law 23

Deciding the number of shots scored.

This law goes into some detail on

when the process starts, it covers what

we generally call the '30 second rule',
specifies when measuring cannot take
place and the forfeit for doing so and

some specific scenarios that can occur

during the process.

Always return to the first bowl to
recheck the measure except when

using a laser measure

ffi\*!i

requires measuring and ;l

remove surplus bowls
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The law is rep!ieated here:
23, Deciding the number of shots scored
23.1. The process of deciding the number of
shots scored must not start until the last bowl
required to be played in an end has come to
rest, or 30 seconds after that if either skip or
opponent in singles asks for this 30 second
period (for example, to see whether or not
a bowl lying at an angle will fall of its own
accord within that time).
23.2. If either skip or opponent in singles has
asked for a 30 second period, no bowl which
is likely to fall must be secured during
that period.
23.3. No measuring will be allowed before
the process of deciding the number of shots
scored starts (as described in law 23.1).
lf a player measures before the process
of deciding the number of shots scored
starts, the defaulting team or opponent in
singles will lose the right to play any bowls
remaining to be played in that end and the
non-defaulting team or opponent in singles
will deliver their remaining bowls to complete
the end.
23.4" AII measurements must be made
between the nearest points ofthejack and
the bowl.
23.5. When measuring between a jack in
the ditch and a bowl on the green or a jack
on the green and a bowl in the ditch, the
measurement must be carried out using a
flexible or string measure wherever poiriOt..
23.6. At any time during the process of
deciding the number of shots scored:
23.8"1. if a bowl is likely to fall, either opponent
can use the best available means to secure it
in its position;
23.6.2. if a bowl needs to be measured and it
is currently resting on another bowl which is
interfering with the measurement in any way,
any player must use the best available means
to secure the resting bowl in its position and
then remove the other bowl;
23.5.3" if a bowl falls of its own accord, it must
be left in its new position while deciding the
number of shots scored continues, anJall the
shots agreed before the bowl fell will counq
23.5"4. if a bowl is displaced by the equipment
being used during measuring, law 37.4 will
apply; and
23.6.5. if the jack is displaced by the
equipment being used during measuring, law
38.4 will apply.

So, on to Law 54 measuring equipment.
This provides a list of measuring iiems
that should be provided by a club or
brought to a game by an umpire as the
minimum requirement. It includes such
items as a tape measure of at least 25
metres, string meAsures for long distance
shot determination, flexible measures such
as a box measure, callipers, leeler gauges,
wedgeg equipment to determine iline Uowt
or jack such as a boundary scope or string
and of course the ali important law book.
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we are all aware of course that there are is the marker or a player, give positivegadgets and gizmos in every umpires kit instruction 
"r 
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"i /J, *ant them to do,that are not on that list. Umpirei can be especially when operating the release buttona resourcelul bunch and many call upon on a measure.

their inner engineer to create tools that do a Keep out of the ditch. At no stage shouldparticularjob. Individual countries can also you put your foot, knee or hand in theapprove measuring equipment for domestic iit.rr. rrr. ,".ru". rnuv ue loose and the jackuse and probabry the most recent addition or bowrs may *or. 
-rrigt 

tryto those lists wili be the raser measures now odd one ort. r -.uJ*ing one teamsavailable in various countries. bowls against more than one of theHaving determined what the laws say and opponents always start with the single bowlthe basics. of when vou can and cannot first and **;;i-;;;i;" the others.measure! let us take a look at some of the Keep out or tn. n.u[. whe., mouingprinciples that umpires, markers and piayers o.o.,rd the head to measure different bowrs,should.adopt before getting on their knees waik around thejack and bowls instead ofto work out who has rhe shot bowls. in between th;. Tt anj stand up betweenShall we measure or not? As players, be each measure and walk around rather thanclear that you wourd rike a meisuie. This of shuffle around o'y*. in..r. By doing socourse can be conducted by yourself or your you wiil reduce the risk of dispiacing theopponent. As an umpirg make sure you are towls or the jack.
asked for your judgement before stepping in, 

_Do not wajgle. There is no need to wagglewait to be cailed. the pointer atched to the .rA of a flexible
.Assume nothing. Make sure you are measure or touch the bowl if it does notclear exactly_what requhes meisuring and pass it. Be gentie, srow methodical smoothremove surplus bowls. Be very careful movements from top down and side to sidewhen removing bowls

rrom the r,.uale.i 
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'As'pla3ters, be clenr thut ['J,['fl,3:J:ffi:1"
:ilTft:1r{::fl#li Yoat @ould tike {x ?neasaffe. on a bowl without

an umpire is caled Tltis of course can be 'Tlf,irt!*u, ,"
h.emember to arwais or yoar o[tponeyt. A; ffi\,]H*.U:1i:,-check that any'shot,
bowls in the dirch have $n Umfiire, ,?gfl,ke SWy'e jack. A bold s*tatement

been marked y"ory we $sked for yur ["T."fLiJlJ]:i:.
"ft"['l,",il n ake sure iudgement before-stefibing lFl;"u bv wedging it
anv leaning bowrs or in, {dilit to be called; ::ltffi::3J,H*bowls that are on their
running surfaces are secured so they will measuring.nu,o-.rrrllllrl'ffi:fl.,H...
not fa1l during the measuring p.o..ir. are very fe* iu.. occasions where securingIdeally use wedges and it is always worth the jacl _uV O. n...rr*V."carrying a couple with you_ when playing. check. Arways return to the first bowl to

.Ir"rilft#:i: 
them very cheapty from recheck th. -;;;.;;*.pi*rr* using a

.Give vourself space. Always work from r;:TH;ffiT:J::1,?fl,}ff *ti:;3the more open side and at right ansles.to e" b".r##Gil;'#, to check yourthe bowl 
lnd 

jack being measured. This will iettings. If it is very closg repeat the measurehelp avoid displacing any, bowls.with your again trying to improve your accuracy.legs and give a clear overhead riew oirhe 'De.rare 
the shots. Remore from the headmeasure making sure it is in a straight line. the bowi that you t ar. ae"ro.d is shot andIf possible, avoid working in a shadow. tell the players your decision. Remove theBe comfortable. Make yourself jack if it is a no shot.comfortable and.steady before you start to ' practise makes perfect. Finarly, practisemeasure' Get as low as you physically can your measuring skills. When at home on aavoiding cramp of course. It is impoitant to rainy Sunday morning, set up some bowismake sure that vour head is directiv above uid- u 1,,t.,# y"; h;; ;;,-or a smalrerthe line of measure and make sure that you round^object rike an orange. practise usingcan see both ends or the measure without the different .q*p;;i;;J challengeneeding to overstretch.

cet help. rr the distance to be measured is llffi[;$:""Hff#'.objects, but be as

l:'ry-r 
tn* you can comforrabry reach (that ih.r. 

"""a".,ip.*"lptll 
,routo uers, over one metre), seek assistance from remembered and used U"fo.e rsing aanother umpire. the marker or a. player. For any equipment. fii'/,a box string or string measure, the assistant

should take the jack end and tle umpire Next month, I will take a look at the most commonshould take the decision end. If the assistant pii?. ur *.usrring equipment, the box measurc.
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